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Roam worry-free: KnowRoaming launches summer savings
– Start now and save more with new SIM + data starter pack –
– Exclusive Unlimited Data deals available in 125+ countries –
– Special summer rates on data packages starting at 1 GB for $10 –
TORONTO, Ontario — June 7, 2018 — Today, KnowRoaming is kicking off the summer travel
season hot with not just one, but three sales for both new and current customers! That’s right,
with new Unlimited Data packages, a SIM + data starter pack, and new special-rated 1 GB and
5 GB data packages, there’s a solution for all types of travelers so they can truly enjoy their
summer vacation and roam worry-free. From now until September 15th, 2018, these deals are
available in-app and on knowroaming.com.
Now’s the time for summer explorers to try KnowRoaming’s innovative and cost-effective
roaming solutions. New customers can start their trip right and save 50% with an exclusive
starter pack! Each bundle comes with a Global SIM Card or Sticker and includes a Global 1 GB
Data Package covering 82 countries worldwide and using 4G LTE and 3G connectivity.

Pay less and get more with special summer Unlimited Data packages in
125+ countries
●
●
●

Save 25% with our new 2-day Unlimited Data package
Enjoy 25% off our new 10-day Unlimited Data package
Snap the soccer action and save 50% with a Russia 1-day Unlimited Data package

Enjoy even lower rates with more 1 GB + 5 GB data packages, perfect for
any destination
●
●
●
●
●

Global: 1 GB for 7 days - $25 USD
Europe: 1 GB for 7 days - $10 USD
Asia Pacific: 1 GB for 7 days - $12 USD
USA: 1 GB for 7 days - $20 USD
Even more options and regions available in-app and on knowroaming.com

“It’s the busiest and most expensive time of the year to travel and we’re bringing travelers more
options to stay connected at affordable prices. For Europe-bound travelers, you can enjoy 1 GB
for a week for only $10—that’s cheaper than the coffee and croissant you’ll pay for at a cafe to
use their WiFi,” said Gregory Gundelfinger, CEO of KnowRoaming.
The Global SIM Sticker and Global SIM Card make it both affordable and effortless for business
and leisure travelers to stay in touch on the go. Through the KnowRoaming app, customers can
manage their usage on their account in real time and only pay for the data they need—no
hidden fees. With competitive voice and data rates in 200+ countries, travelers can connect via
messaging, voice, video calling, and take advantage of bonus WhatsApp with every top up.

About KnowRoaming
KnowRoaming delivers truly end-to-end solutions for global connectivity. For consumer,
corporate, and enterprise customers, KnowRoaming offers flexible delivery mechanisms,
customizable management platforms, and a global mobile network. Each product includes fully
transparent, real-time management tools that can be tailored to customers’ needs.
KnowRoaming has coverage in 200+ countries at rates up to 85% lower than carriers.
KnowRoaming is a technology company focused on innovation and customer experience. Learn
more at www.knowroaming.com.
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